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Abstract 
In this research paper, the influence of variations in geometry of tape insert on thermal performance 
and flow characteristics of water inside tubes is investigated by means of computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD).  The tape considered is alternate-axis triangular cut twisted tape. The perimeter of 
the cuts on the tape, the pitch of the tape and the width of the tape were varied.  Turbulent flow is 
considered and uniform heat flux is imposed on the walls of the tubes. RNG  −  turbulence model 
is selected for the simulations and RANS equations are applied to render the Navier-Stokes 
equations tractable. The findings of the investigations indicated that the thermal performance of all 
the tubes fitted with twisted tape is better than that of the tube without twisted tape, and also that the 
performance is influenced by the geometry of the twisted tape. In particular, the thermal 
performance diminishes as the tape pitch increases but it is augmented by an increase in the size of 
the cuts on the tape and an increase in the width of the tape. 
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Nomenclature 
Roman symbols 
, 	, 
: Model constant 
: Total energy () 
: Diameter of tube () 
: Friction factor 
: Gravitational acceleration ( ⁄ ) 
: Generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to the mean velocity gradients 
: Generation of specific dissipation rate 
ℎ: Heat transfer coefficient ( . ⁄ ) 
: Turbulence intensity 
: Thermal conductivity ( .⁄ ) 
 Effective thermal conductivity ( .⁄ ) 
: Length of tube () 
 : Nusselt number 
!: perimeter of cut on twisted tape () 
": Pressure ( ⁄ ) 
#$: Reynolds number 
#: Term which is related to the mean strain and turbulence quantities 
%: Temperature () 
 : Mean velocity (/) 
 '(: Velocity vector (/) 
): Width of twisted tape () 
*: Axial coordinate () 
+: Pitch of twisted tape 
 
Greek symbols 
,, ,: Inverse Prandtl number for ,  
: Dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy ( -⁄ ) 
.: Thermal performance factor 
ι : Unit tensor 
: Turbulent kinetic energy ( ⁄ ) 
0: Dynamic viscosity ( ⁄ ) 
0: Effective dynamic viscosity ( ⁄ ) 
01: Turbulent dynamic viscosity ( ⁄ ) 
2: Density ( -⁄ ) 
3, 3,	3: Prandtl number for , , 4 
5̿: Stress tensor ( ⁄ ) 
4: Specific dissipation rate (7) 
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1. Introduction 
Heat energy is indispensable to the survival of  man and this has made him to be occupied by the quest for its 
effective utilization in industrial and domestic activities [1]. As a matter of fact, the application of heat 
energy is becoming critical in areas such as refrigeration plant, solar water heaters, electronics thermal 
management, heat pipes, aerospace, automobiles, and medicines [2-4]. In order to reduce the aggregate 
financial resources that go into producing heat energy, it has become necessary to design heat transfer 
equipment that are more efficient in performance, and at the same time are able to reduce energy and cost. In 
this regard, heat transfer enhancement becomes important [5].  
Because of their simplicity and no need for external power, passive methods of heat transfer enhancement 
have shown much potential and found unlimited applications. These passive methods incorporate additional 
devices such as twisted tape inserts and displaced enhancement devices, or make use of geometrical 
modifications such as extended surfaces and rough surfaces to the flow channel [6, 7]. The simple 
configuration, low maintenance cost and easy installation of twisted tape has made its use a popular choice to 
enhance heat transfer [3, 8]. Twisted tapes which are properly designed offer the promotion of heat transfer 
with a reasonable penalty in pressure drop which ultimately yields savings in energy and cost [9, 10].  
Studies on the enhancement of heat transfer have been in progress for some times to yield better results for 
performance of heat exchangers. One of the early works in this regard was experimentally carried out by 
Kreith and Margolis [11] on turbulent flow through tubes induced with twisted tape and obtained a 
significant enhancement  in heat transfer over that in the plain tube. 
Gupte and Date [12] numerically evaluated the Nusselt number and friction factor of swirl flow generated by 
twisted tape of twist ratios ∞, 5.3, 5.04, and 2.66 in annuli and reported an increase in Nusselt number and 
friction factor in the induced tube over those in the plain tubes. 
The influences of  twisted tape insertion on heat transfer and flow characteristics in a concentric double pipe 
heat exchanger were experimentally studied by Noothong et al. [13]. The results revealed that the heat 
transfer for the tube induced with twisted-tape of  pitches of 5 and 7 were 188% and 159% respectively of 
those for the plain tube. 
Chang et al. [14], in their work on turbulent heat transfer and pressure drop in tube fitted with serrated 
twisted tape, made it known that the tube fitted with serrated twisted tape produced a better heat transfer 
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enhancement than the tube fitted with smooth-walled twisted tape. The heat transfer augmentation attributed 
to serrated twisted tape was found to be about 1.25 to 1.67 times that in the tube fitted with smooth twisted 
tape and 2.5 – 4.8 times that in the plain tube. 
Chiu and Jang [15] examined numerical and experimental analyses for thermal-hydraulic characteristics 
inside a circular tube with different tape inserts. They discovered that the heat transfer enhancement by the 
longitudinal strip insert without hole and longitudinal strip insert with holes were up to 116% and 118% 
respectively of that in the plain tube. 
Murugesan et al. [16] fabricated a trapezoidal-cut twisted tape, and experimentally discussed the heat 
transfer and pressure drop characteristics of turbulent flow in a circular tube fitted with the twisted tape. 
They observed a significant increase in heat transfer coefficient and friction factor for the tape with 
trapezoidal-cut. The Nusselt number for the trapezoidal-cut twisted tape was 1.72 to 2.85 times that of plain 
tube. 
In another work, Murugesan et al. produced a twisted tape with square cuts [17] and performed an 
experimental investigation with it on a double pipe heat exchanger. They concluded that the Nusselt number 
for the tube induced with square-cut twisted tape of twist ratios 2.0, 4.4 and 6.0 were 1.08, 1.067 and 1.055 
respectively times those of the tubes induced with plain twisted tape, and their friction factors were 1.09, 
1.12 and 1.15 respectively times those of the tube with plain twisted-tape insert. 
Cui and Tian [18] published their findings on the numerical and experimental work done on heat transfer 
characteristics and pressure drop of air in a circular tube induced individually with edgefold-twisted tape 
inserts and classic spiral-twisted-tape inserts of the same twist ratio. Their results showed that the Nusselt 
number of the tube with edgefold-twisted tape inserts was 1.04 to 1.09 times that with spiral-twisted tape 
inserts, and the friction factor of the tube with edgefold-twisted tape inserts was 1.087 to 1.74 times that of 
the spiral-twisted tape inserts. 
According to the observation of Guo et al. [19], the thermal performance of a tube fitted with a centre-
cleared twisted tape can be augmented up to 1.2 times of a tube fitted with a plain twisted tape. The 
numerical analysis of heat transfer and fluid flow through a round tube fitted individually with triple or 
quadruple twisted tapes was presented by Zhang et al. [20], and they concluded that the Nusselt number of 
the tube with triple twisted tape and quadruple twisted tape were significantly higher than that of the plain 
tube.  
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Through the publication of Salman et al. [21], it was discovered that heat transfer in a plain tube can be 
enhanced by inserting an alternate-axis twisted tape or a plain twisted tape into the plain tube. The heat 
transfer for  turbulent flow in a tube fitted with single, double, triple and quadruple twisted tape inserts was 
experimentally examined by Chokphoemphun et al. [22], and they concluded that the Nusselt number for the 
induced tubes was 15% to 112% higher that for the plain tube. 
The above-mentioned works indicated that the heat transfer produced by the tubes induced with plain twisted 
tapes or modified twisted tapes is higher than those produced in the tubes without a twisted tape. However, 
the works did not provide a comprehensive analysis of the impacts which the variation in the geometry of the 
tape will have on thermal-hydraulic performance of the flow systems. Hence, the present work numerically 
explores the effects of the variations in tape pitch, tape width, and size of cuts on the tape on heat transfer 
and flow characteristics of water in tubes induced with alternate-axis triangular cut twisted tape. 
 
2. Physical models 
Eight different models are considered in this study. One of them is a plain tube while the others are tubes 
induced with a modified twisted tape. The tube is depicted in Fig. 1(a) and its diameter (D) and length (L) 
are 19mm and 1000mm respectively. In Fig. 1 (b), the width and the pitch of the twisted tape are represented 
by w and y respectively. The tapes have alternate axes and equilateral triangular cuts are made on them, and  
 
 
Fig. 1.  (a) Physical model for plain tube, (b) physical model for plain tube induced with twisted tape, 
and (c) triangular cut on the twisted tape. 
hence the tape is referred to in this work as alternate-axis triangular cut twisted tape (ATCT). The triangular 
cut is shown in Fig. 1(c). As presented in Table 1, the individual tapes in the seven induced tubes are ATCT, 
ATCTw1, ATCTw2, ATCTp1, ATCTp2, ATCTy1, and ATCTy2. The tape ATCT is the reference tape for the 
present investigation. This means that all the other six tapes are obtained from the ATCT by varying its 
geometry. The geometry of the tapes are different from one another in the width (w), pitch (y), length (s) of a 
side of the triangular cut, and perimeter (p) of the cut. The physical models upon which the investigation is 
(a) (b) (c) 
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conducted in the present work, as shown in Table 1, are  PT, TATCT, TATCTw1, TATCTw2, TATCTp1, 
TATCTp2, TATCTy1, and TATCTy2.    
Table 1 
Description of the various geometries of the alternate-axis triangular cut 
twisted tape and various physical models. 
Tape 
Geometry Physical 
 model w (mm) y (mm) s (mm) p (mm) 
     PT 
ATCT 18 54 11.42 34.26 TATCT 
ATCTw1 15 54 11.42 34.26 TATCTw1 
ATCTw2 13 54 11.42 34.26 TATCTw2 
ATCTp1 18 54 9.00 27.00 TATCTp1 
ATCTp2 18 54 6.00 18.00 TATCTp2 
ATCTy1 18 36 11.42 34.26 TATCTy1 
ATCTy2 18 72 11.42 34.26 TATCTy2 
 
 
 
3. Governing equations and assumptions 
     The following assumptions are made for the governing equations:  
• The fluid flow is steady.  
• The fluid flow is incompressible. 
• Viscous dissipation is negligible. 
• Compression work is negligible. 
• Thermal radiation and chemical reaction are negligible. 
Consequent upon the above assumptions, the governing equations for the models can be expressed [23, 24] 
as: 
   continuity equation: 
92
9: + ∇. =2 '(> = 0 (1) 
  momentum equation: 
9=2 '(>
9: + ∇. =2 '( '(> = 2 − ∇" + ∇. =5̿> (2) 
 energy equation: 
9=2>
9: + ∇. A '(=2 + ">B = ∇. C∇% + A5̿ .  '(BD (3) 
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where 
5̿ = 0 E=∇ '( + ∇ '(F> − 23∇.  '(ιI (4) 
 
 
4. Turbulence modelling 
Different turbulence models are used to ascertain the suitability of each of them for the simulations. They are 
RNG  − , standard  − , and standard κ − ω models. 
 RNG L − M model 4.1.
The renormalization group (RNG)  −  model, derived by Yakhot et al. [25], is based on model transport 
equations for the turbulence kinetic energy () and turbulence dissipation rate () [23] viz 
9
9: =2> +	
9
9*N =2 N> = 	
9
9*O P,0 	
9
9*O	Q + R − 2 (5)      
 
9
9: =2> +	
9
9*N =	
9
9*O P,0 	
9
9*OQ +	

 R		 	−  	2	

 − # (6)
The model constants are  = 1.42,    = 1.68, 
 = 0.0845, 	3 = 0.7194  and 3 = 0.7194	[23]. 
 Standard Z −[ model 4.2.
The standard κ − ω model is based on the Wilcox κ − ω model[26]. It is based on transport equations for 
the turbulence kinetic energy (κ) and the specific dissipation rate (ω) [23] which are given as 
9
9: =2> +	
9
9*N =2 N> = 	
9
9*O P=	0 +
013>	
9
9*O	Q + R − \4 (7)      
 9
9: =24> +
9
9*N =24 N> =
9
9*O P]0 +
013^
94
9*OQ +  − \4 (8)
The model constants are \ = \ = 0.072. 
 Standard Z − _ model 4.3.
The standard  −  model is a turbulence model proposed by Launder and Spalding [27] and it is based on  
turbulent kinetic energy () and turbulence dissipation rate ( ). Its transport equations  are given [23] as 
9
9: =2> +	
9
9*N =2 N> = 	
9
9*O P]0 +
013^
9
9*O	Q +		R − 2 (9)      
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9
9: =2> +
9
9*N =2 N> =
9
9*O P]0 +
013^
9
9*OQ + 	

 R		−		2

  (10)
The model constants are   = 1.44,   = 1.92, 
 = 0.09, 	3 = 1.0  and 3 = 1.3	[23]. 
 
5. Boundary conditions 
Appropriate boundary conditions are necessary for solving the set of non-linear governing equations and 
therefore considered in the numerical simulations. At the pipe inlet, temperature %N = 301, diameter 
 = 0.019, velocity (`) derived by ` = #$. 0 2. ⁄  (where #$ is the Reynolds number), and turbulence 
intensity   = 0.16 #$a.b⁄  were set. A uniform heat flux,	− CcFcdDe ⁄ , is imposed on surface of the tube 
wall, and it is also subjected to a no-slip condition, i.e.  N =  O =  R = 0. 
 
6. Numerical method 
The finite volume method of Fluent was used to discretize the governing equations. Through the second 
order upwind discretization scheme, Taylor series expansion was used to compute the unknown quantities at 
the cell faces. As a way of incorporating the effects of pressure into the solution for the momentum equation, 
 the Semi Implicit Pressure Linked Equations algorithm was used to couple the velocity and pressure. To 
account for the low Reynolds number and the near wall flow, an enhanced wall treatment was adopted for 
the simulation. The iterative solution of the equations was obtained by the Fluent software [23, 24, 28]. 
 
7. Convergence and grid independency 
The need to confirm the accuracy of the numerical solutions necessitated the grid independence tests that 
were conducted for the domains. The different grids used for each domain is provided in Table 2.  In 
conducting the grid independence test, the temperature for #$	 = 20000 across the cross-section at the exit 
of the domains was extracted and the results are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen from the figure that the grid 
with cell 512420 or 717388 can be adopted for the PT (Fig. 2 (a)). The grid with cell 2515756 or 3018907 is 
suitable for the TATCT (Fig. 2 (b)). For the TATCTw1 (Fig. 2 (c)), the grid with cell 2449381 or 3184196 is 
appropriate. The grid with cell 2405132 or 3126671 is fit for the TATCTw2 (Fig. 2 (d)). The TATCTp1 (Fig. 
2 (e)) can adopt the grid with cell 2522878 or 3279741. For the TATCTp2 (Fig. 2 (f)), the grid with cell 
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Table 2 
Independency of grid  
Domain Cell 
PT 461178 512420 717388 
TATCT 1658638 2515756 3018907 
TATCTw1 1714567 2449381 3184196 
TATCTw2 1683592 2405132 3126671 
TATCTp1 1766015 2522878 3279741 
TATCTp2 1770542 2529346 3288150 
TATCTy1 1752274 2503249 3254223 
TATCTy2 1761029 2515756 3270483 
 
2529346 or 3288150 can be adopted. The grid with cell 2503249 or 3254223 is suitable for the TATCTy1 
(Fig. 2(g)). For the TATCTy2 (Fig. 2 (h)), the grid with cell 2515756 or 3270483 can be adopted.   
Considering solution precision as well as the time for convergence, the grids with cells 512420, 2515756, 
2449381, 2405132, 2522878, 2529346, 2503249 and 2515756 were adopted for the PT, TATCT, TATCTw1, 
TATCTw2, TATCTp1, TATCTp2, TATCTy1 and TATCTy2  respectively. 
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Fig. 2. Temperature across the cross-section at the exit of (a) PT, (b) TATCT, (c) TATCTw1, 
(d) TATCTw2, (e) TATCTp1, (f) TATCTp2, (g) TATCTy1 and (h) TATCTy2 for #$ = 20000 for   
different grids. 
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8. Assessment of different turbulence models 
Three turbulent models were assessed to know the most suitable one for the simulations. To carry out the 
assessment, the Nusselt number obtained with the standard  − , RNG  −  and standard κ − ω turbulence 
models for the plain tube (PT) was validated with the Gnielinski correlation [29] and the experimental 
results of Seemawute and Eiamsa-ard [30].  
As shown in Fig. 3, the Nusselt number for the RNG κ-ε model agrees with the experimental results of 
Seemawute and Eiamsa-ard with a maximum deviation of 4.12%, but it agrees with the Gnielinski 
correlation with a maximum deviation of 6.25%. The maximum deviation for each of the standard κ − ω and  
 
Fig. 3. Assessment of different turbulent models. 
 
standard  −  models is 7.67% when compared with the Gnielinski correlation, but it is in agreement with 
the Seemawute and Eiamsa-ard experimental results with a maximum deviation of 8.74%. It is evident that 
the RNG  −  model predicts the numerical results better than the other turbulence models. Therefore, it is 
selected to perform all the other numerical simulations in this work. 
 
9. Discussion of computational results 
 Velocity vector 9.1.
The velocity vectors for the various models at the same location of 0.866m are depicted in Fig. 4. The PT 
(frame a) is not induced with tape and therefore swirl flow is not generated in it. The velocity vectors for the 
variations in width w = 18mm, 15mm and 13mm are shown in frames (b), (c) and (d) respectively. It is seen  
30
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Fig. 4.  Velocity vector of (a) PT, (b) TATCT, (c) TATCTw1, (d) TATCTw2, (e) TATCTp1, (f) TATCTp2,   
(g) TATCTy1  and (h) TATCTy2. 
 
that when w = 15mm (frame c), the velocity near the wall is smaller than when w = 18mm (frame b), which 
means a weaker fluid mixing near the wall when w = 15mm. A further reduction in swirl is observed as the 
width is reduced to 13mm (frame d). The velocity vectors for the variations in the size of the cut on the tape 
perimeter from  p = 34.26mm to 27mm, and then to 18mm are shown in frames (b), (e) and (f) respectively. 
From these, it can be seen that the swirl in the tube with the tape cut of size p = 34.26mm (frame b) is 
stronger than that with p = 27mm (frame e) while the swirl in the tube with p = 18mm (frame f) is weaker 
than that with cut p = 27mm (frame e). This means that as the size of the cut reduces the swirls near the wall 
diminishes. The velocity vectors for the variations in tape pitch y = 54mm, 36mm and 72mm are shown in 
frames (b), (g) and (h) respectively. The swirl in the tube with the largest tape pitch y = 72mm (frame h) is 
the weakest while the strongest swirl is obtained in the tube with the smallest tape pitch of 36mm (frame g). 
 Turbulent kinetic energy 9.2.
The effect which the variations in the geometry of the tape have on the turbulent kinetic energy is displayed 
in Fig. 5. In the PT (frame a), the maximum turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) occurs at the wall of the tube. 
This is due to the minimum velocity that resides at the wall of the PT. When the tube is induced with a tape 
of width 18mm (frame b), the velocity between the tape and the tube wall increases. Consequently, the TKE 
between the tape and the edge of the tube reduces. As the tape width is decreased to 15mm (frame c) and 
13mm (frame d), the TKE between the edge of the tape and the wall of the tube increases as a result of the 
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decrease in the velocity near the wall. Comparison of the TKE for the size of the cut of perimeter p = 
34.26mm (frame b), 27mm (frame e) and 18mm (frame f) shows that the TKE near the wall of the domain 
when p = 34.26mm is higher than that when p = 27mm, and there is a further increase in the TKE when p = 
18mm. The reason adduced for this is the velocity between tube wall and the edge of the tape which reduces  
Fig. 5.  Contour plots of turbulent kinetic energy of (a) PT, (b) TATCT, (c) TATCTw1, (d) TATCTw2,  (e) 
TATCTp1, (f) TATCTp2, (g) TATCTy1  and (h) TATCTy2. 
 
as the size of cut is reduced. When the pitch of the tape is varied from y = 54mm (frame b) to 36mm (frame 
g), the TKE between the tube wall and the tape decreases, whereas there is an increase in the TKE  as the 
tape pitch is increased from 36mm (frame g) to 72mm (frame h).  
   
 Influence of the variations in the tape geometries on heat transfer 9.3.
The heat transfer is expressed in terms of Nusselt number (Nu). The effects of the variations in the 
geometries of the tape on the heat transfer are presented in Fig. 6. As mentioned previously in §2, the tape 
ATCT is the reference tape for the investigation. As seen in Fig. 6, the Nusselt number for the tube fitted 
with the ATCT (that is, TATCT) is significantly higher than that for the plain tube (PT).   
From Fig. 6 (a), the Nusselt number for the tubes with tape cut of size or perimeter  p = 27mm (TATCTp1) 
and 18mm (TATCTp2) are 2.5% and 7.9% respectively lower than that for the tape with p = 34.26mm 
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(TATCT). This means that the Nusselt number decreases with the decrease in the size or perimeter of the 
tape cut. The reason behind this is that once a cut is made on the surface of the twisted tape, the cut adds to 
the swirls in the tube, thereby increasing the disturbance to the flow between the wall of the tube and the 
 
 
   
 
Fig. 6.  Effect of variations in (a) size of tape cut, (b) tape pitch, and (c) tape width on Nusselt number 
vs. Reynolds number. 
 
edge of the tape.  The smaller the perimeter of the cut, the less the effect which this effect has on the heat 
transfer. The tape with smallest perimeter of cut therefore imparts lowest disturbance to the flow and thus 
has the lowest Nusselt number. 
It is revealed in Fig. 6 (b) that the Nusselt number increases when the tape pitch decreases from y = 54mm 
(TATCT) to 36mm (TATCTy1) but decreases when the pitch increases to 72mm (TATCTy2). The increase in 
the heat transfer at smaller tape pitch is attributed to a stronger swirl and longer flowing path which is 
consequent upon the reduction in the tape pitch. The tape with y = 36mm (TATCTy1) enhances the heat 
transfer up to 2.1% over that of the tape with y = 54mm (TATCT), but the tape with y = 72mm (TATCTy2) 
suffers a reduction in heat transfer of 3.4% of the tape with y = 54mm (TATCT).  
The discovery from Fig. 6 (c) is that the Nusselt number with tape geometry of width w = 15mm (TATCTw1) 
and 13mm (TATCTw2) are 6.1% and 8.9% respectively lower than that of w = 18mm (TATCT). The 
inference is that the Nusselt number decreases with increasing tape width. This is because the domain 
TATCTw2 with the largest free space between the tube wall and edge of the tape generates the weakest swirl, 
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which in turn produces the thickest boundary layer whereas the domain TATCT with the smallest space 
creates the strongest swirl, resulting in heat transfer that is higher than what is obtained in the other domains.  
 Influence of the variations in the tape geometries on friction factor 9.4.
The effects of the variations in the geometries of the tape on the friction factor are presented in Fig. 7. It can 
be seen from the figure that the TATCT, that is the tube induced with the reference tape ATCT, has a higher 
friction factor than the PT. This is as a result of flow blockage and swirl from the tape. It is evident in Fig. 7 
(a) that the friction factors of the tube with tape cut of size or perimeter p = 27mm (TATCTp1) and 18mm 
(TATCTp2) are lower than that of the tape with p = 34.26mm (TATCT) by 2.3% and 7.5% respectively. The 
 
   
 
Fig. 7.  Effect of variations in (a) size of tape cut, (b) tape pitch, and (c) tape width on friction factor vs. 
Reynolds number. 
 
indication is that the friction factor decreases as the perimeter of the cut decreases. This is because the tape 
with large perimeter of cut has a less blocking area. Also, the additional dissipation of pressure of the fluid 
caused by the fluid disturbance due to the presence of cuts on the tapes resulted in an increase of interaction 
of the pressure force around a velocity boundary layer.  
As depicted in Fig. 7 (b), the friction factor is increased with the tape pitch decreasing from y = 54mm 
(TATCT) to 36mm (TATCTy1) but decreases when the pitch is increased from 54mm to 72mm (TATCTy2). 
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The friction factors obtained with the tape with y = 36mm and 72mm are 2.2% higher and 3.2% lower 
respectively than that obtained in the tape with y = 54mm. 
From Fig. 7 (c), it is observed that the friction factor decreases with the reduction of the tape width from w = 
18mm (TATCT) to 15mm (TATCTw1), and then to 13mm (TATCTw2). The value of the friction factor when 
w = 18mm decreases by 5.9% as compared with that when w = 15mm, but decreases by 8.6% when w = 
13mm. 
 
 Influence of the variations in the tape geometries on thermal performance factor 9.5.
The possibility of a twisted tape in enhancing heat transfer is measured by thermal performance factor (η), 
and it is defined [31] as 
. = 	E   fIE

fI
7/-
 
  (11) 
where   and  f are the Nusselt number for the induced tube and plain tube respectively, and  and f are 
the friction factor for the induced tube and plain tube respectively. 
The effects which the variation in the tape geometry has on thermal performance factor are demonstrated in 
Fig. 8. From Fig. 8 (a), the thermal performance factor obtained for the tube with the tape cut of size or 
perimeter p = 27mm  (TATCTp1) and 18mm (TATCTp2) are 1.1% and 3.1% respectively lower than that with 
p = 34.26mm (TATCT), indicating that the thermal performance increases as the size of the cut increases.  
It is observed from Fig. 8 (b) that the tape with smallest pitch of y = 36mm (TATCTy1) produces the highest 
thermal performance factor, but the smallest thermal performance factor is obtained from the tape with the 
largest pitch y = 72mm (TATCTy2). It is seen from the figure that the thermal performance factor of the tape 
with y = 36mm (TATCTy1) is enhanced up to 1.1% over that of the tape with y = 54mm (TATCT), but the 
tape with y = 72mm (TATCTy2) has its thermal performance factor diminished by 1.3% compared with that 
of the tape with y = 54mm. 
The thermal performance factor as it is affected by a change in the tape width is shown in Fig. 8 (c). The 
results reveal that the tapes with the largest width w = 18mm (TATCT) offer the highest thermal 
performance factor. The thermal performance obtained from the tape with w = 15mm  (TATCTw1) and 
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Fig. 8. Effect of variations in (a) size of tape cut, (b) tape pitch, and (c) tape width on thermal 
performance factor vs. Reynolds number. 
 
13mm (TATCTw2) are 1.4% and 3.3% respectively lower than that of the tape with w = 18mm. The 
applications of the various tape geometries for the enhancement of heat transfer are found to be promising 
since the thermal performance factors obtained under these conditions are above unity.  
 
10. Conclusion 
In this study, the effects of variation in the geometry of tape insert on heat transfer and flow characteristics in 
tubes are numerically investigated. The various tube designs considered have the geometries of their tape 
inserts varied in the tape width (13mm ≤ w ≤ 18mm), the tape pitch (36mm ≤ y ≤ 72mm), and the size of the 
cut on the tapes (18mm ≤ p ≤ 34.26mm). The Reynolds numbers considered for the turbulent flow is 5000 ≤ 
Re ≤ 20000, and the walls of the tubes are subjected to uniform heat flux. 
It was discovered that increasing the size of the cut on the tape is favourable to the flow system as this 
enhances the thermal performance of the system. In this regard, the domain TATCT (p = 34.26mm) is the 
best. Moreover, the results revealed that increasing the tape pitch results in the reduction of the thermal 
performance of the system. Based on this, the domain TATCTy1 (y = 36mm) is the best. Furthermore, it was 
observed that increasing the width of the tape is advantageous as it enhances the thermal performance. 
Considering this, TATCT (w = 18mm) is the best domain. 
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